Module
e 4 and 5 Linear and Nonliinear Diellectric Ce
eramics
1. Plot thhe dielectric constant
c
and loss
l
vs frequeency for two materials:
m
Gee and ZrO2. Brriefly explainn the
reasonns for each reegion in each material.
2. A 2 cm
m diameter an
nd 0.25 mm thick
t
disk of steatite
s
was measured
m
and found to have a capacitancce of
7.2 μF
F and a dissip
pation factor of
o 72. Determ
mine the follow
wing propertiies:
a. Permittivity off dielectric
E
loss faactor
b. Electric
c. Electrical
E
susceptibility
3. Si hass an atomic raadii of 110 pm
m. What type of mechanism
ms you expecct in Si to conttribute to its
dielecctric constant contribution?? Calculate thhe dielectric constant
c
of Si using approppriate expressiion.
Obserrved value is about 11-12. Compare andd comment onn the difference, if any, andd any reasonss for
such behavior.
b
4. A 0.5 cm thick dielectric materiial has a dieleectric constantt of 75 and looss tangent off 20. If the
materrials if used att 100 Hz and 1000V, calcuulate the poweer loss densityy in the dielecctric.
5. Follow
wing are two electrical circcuits (series R-C
R and paralllel R-C). Attempt the folloowing:

C
C

R

R

Derive the exp
D
pressions of thhe impedancee and admittannce of both ciircuits.
D
Derive
the exp
pressions of thhe real and im
maginary dieleectric constannt and loss tanngent.
Plot these quan
ntities as a funnction of freqquency.
U
Under
what co
onditions, wouuld the Debyee equations loook similar to obtained from
m (b). What
w
would
be the physical
p
meanning?
6. Plot thhe free energy
y-displacemeent and suscepptibility vs tem
mperature ploots for ferroelectric Barium
m
Titanaate and schem
matically show
w the behavioor across its Curie
C
temperatture.
7. Piezoelectric ZnS upon
u
applicattion of stress becomes nonn-centrosymm
metric. Its (0011) plan view is
i
shownn in the figuree below. Thiss crystal is subbject to the eqquilibrium arrrangement off shear stressees τ
actingg such that ten
nsile stresses are along [1110] and [ 1 1 0]
0 directions and compresssive stresses of
o
equal magnitude arre along [1 1 0]
0 and [ 1 10]] directions. Answer
A
the foollowing:
a.
b.
c.
d.

a. With the help of arrows, sketch on the same figure the resulting movement of S atoms keeping
the Zn atoms fixed. S atoms form the coordination tetrahedra around Zn atoms located at ¼ ¼ ¼.
Have the coordinates of the centre of mass (and thus centre of charge) of S atoms changed?
b. In what direction, must the Zn atom move to remain equidistant from the coordinating S atoms?
Would it still be at the centre of charge of the S atoms?
c. If the Zn–S bond is ionic, or partially ionic, in what direction will the dipole moment develop?
d. At the charge-centre of a tetrahedron of S atoms around Zn in the unstressed crystal, what charge
due to S must appear? Express the value in terms of charge of one S atom (-q).
e. Experimental evidence shows relatively large covalent character of Zn-S bonds in ZnS structures
modifies the the magnitude of the charge on each S and Zn ‘ion’ to |q| ≈ 0.26.e where e denotes
the electronic charge. Experimentally the displacement (Δl) of the Zn ion from the centre of the
tetrahedron is 75 fm when τ = 25 MPa. Calculate the electric polarization, P and piezoelectric
coefficient, d?

